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We’ve hit the part of Winter when we still have a few more weeks of cold
and snow and we’ve all just about had it with our bulky coats and sweaters.
We need a Spring plus size fashion preview before cabin fever completely
takes over. Let’s dream of warmer weather and talk about which Spring
fashion trends will work best for plus size women.

You don’t want to buy a ton of super
trendy clothes because they’ll look
dated in a few months. If you buy a few
items that work for you, you’ll be able
to keep wearing them for a year or
two. Or longer. If there’s a trend that
you just love, love, love, then by all
means, go ahead and buy a couple of
things. You’ll only run into trouble if you toss your entire wardrobe aside in
favor of whatever’s on trend this season.
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Spring has Sprung by Jamie In Bytown

Wide Leg Trousers
Wide leg trousers are super flattering for plus size women. The wide legs
balance out wide hips, creating a silhouette so flattering that we should
always wear them regardless of the trends. So go ahead and buy the bestmade pair of wide leg trousers you can afford – you’ll get plenty of wear out

of them. Pay attention to fit – even though these pants have lots of flowing
fabric, if they don’t fit you properly at the hips, you’ll look like you’re playing
dress up in Mommy’s clothes.

Jones New York Signature Plus Size

Extended-Tab Wide-Leg Trousers,

Macy’s, $66.99

White Blouses
This Spring, stores will be carrying all sorts of variations on the classic white
button down shirt (http://abbeypost.com/blog/find-plus-size-white-buttonshirt-fits/). They go with everything, so find a couple of shapes that work for
you, keep them clean (http://abbeypost.com/blog/best-ways-keep-foodclothes/), and wear the heck out of them for years.
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Jones New York Collection Plus Size

Long-Sleeve Utility Shirt, Macy’s, $51.97

Pastels
If you’re old enough to remember the 80s, you’re probably cringing a little at
this one. But this year isn’t bringing us the same old Golden Girls pastels that
we remember. If pastels work with your skin tone, then you’re going to have
a blast adding some muted colors to your wardrobe.
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DKNYC Sleeveless Chiffon Top (Plus

Size), Nordstrom, $69.50
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Lucky Brand Plus Size Three-Quarter-

Sleeve Crochet-Back Top, Macy’s,

$49.99

Orange
Orange is having a moment this Spring, in part because Spring means color
and no color is more exuberant than orange. Also, everyone wants to make
Orange Is The New Black
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orange_Is_the_New_Black) references. Don’t
worry – it isn’t prison jumpsuit orange that’s popping up in stores. Instead we
have some fun, flattering oranges.
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JM Collection Plus Size Three-Quarter-

Sleeve Studded Tunic Top, Macy’s,

$40.99
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Eyeshadow Plus Size Three-Quarter-

Sleeve Crochet Blouse, Macy’s, $44.00

Black and White

If your skin tone doesn’t look good in pastels or orange, then this Spring,
you can go with classic black and white. Either pair a white blouse with a
black skirt, or pick up a dress with black and white color blocking. Since the
color blocking trend isn’t going anywhere, you should still be able to get
several seasons’ wear out of a black and white outfit made specifically for
this season.
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NY Collection Plus Size Three-Quarter-

Sleeve Striped Tiered Top, Macy’s,

$30.99
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Calvin Klein Plus Size Long-Sleeve

Printed Sweater, Macy’s, $69.99

Tuxedo Striped Trousers
Speaking of color blocking, we’ll be seeing pants with tuxedo stripes in both
matching and contrasting colors. This look can go dressy or sporty,
depending on the fabric and color combinations. Contrasting tuxedo stripes
are probably going to look dated in a year or two, so if you find a pair you
like don’t buy it in every color available. Buy only one pair, and you’ll get
enough wear out of it that you won’t get buyer’s remorse.

(<a href=)

Button Down Shirts with Contrasting
Collars
Speaking of color blocking, button down shirts with contrasting collars are
fun to wear while still dressing like a grown up. It’s universally flattering
because it draws the eye up to your face where you do all your smiling and
talking. This trend is subtle enough that you’ll be able to wear it for several
seasons. But it’s unusual enough that you may not be seeing it in stores
beyond Spring 2014.
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Sejour Colorblock Crepe Blouse (Plus Size),

Nordstrom, $46.80
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Jones New York Collection Plus Size

Three-Quarter-Sleeve Colorblocked

Top, Macy’s, $59.99
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Jones New York Collection Plus Size

Long-Sleeve Pinstriped Shirt, Macy’s,

$49.99

Sweaters
I know you’re sick of them by February, but sweaters in lighter materials can
keep off the Spring chill. And they’ll help you stop wearing your heavy coats
that much sooner. Get a Spring sweater in one of this year’s in colors. But
stay away from color blocked sweaters, even in this season’s black and
white. They’ll go out of style sooner than solids, and they might stray into
Cosby Sweater (http://www.thecosbysweaterproject.com/) territory, which
isn’t a good look for anyone.
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American Rag Plus Size Long-Sleeve

Striped Sweater, Macy’s, $37.99
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Lauren Ralph Lauren Plus Size Full-Zip Peplum

Sweater, Macy’s, $169.00

Bomber Jackets and Varsity Jackets
These can be super boxy, so look for perfect fit, and look long and hard in
the mirror before you decide if this trend works for you. Bomber jackets
were big in the 80s, and if you rocked one back then, this Spring’s updated

versions may be for you. Varsity jackets with their bright colors and
contrasting sleeves are fun and sporty, but use your judgment as to whether
this look is too young for you.

Calvin Klein Plus Size Faux-Leather

Bomber Jacket, Macy’s, $81.99
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Sejour Knit Bomber Jacket (Plus Size),

Nordstrom, $88.00

Full, tea-length skirts
This Spring, we’ll be showing off our legs, but not too much. Full skirts
balance out big hips visually, and give you a flowing, breezy look that’s
perfect for Spring. Plus they’re a lot easier to move in than a pencil skirt.
When in-style hemlines move back to the knee, just have your tea-length
skirts hemmed. You’ll get the most wear out of classic clothes that you can
wear year after year. But that doesn’t mean you can’t indulge in seasonal
trends. A few In pieces can refresh your wardrobe, and perk up your mood.
At the very least, buy a scarf or two in the season’s trendy colors to pair with
your little black dress (http://abbeypost.com/blog/four-good-reasons-needblack-dress-one-bad-reason/).
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JM Collection Plus Size A-Line Skirt,

Macy’s, $38.99
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